Abstract. Group comparison per se is a fundamental task in many scientific endeavours but is also the basis of any classifier. Contrast sets and emerging patterns contrast between groups of categorical data. Comparing groups of sequence data is a relevant task in many applications. We define Emerging Sequences (ESs) as subsequences that are frequent in sequences of one group and less frequent in the sequences of another, and thus distinguishing or contrasting sequences of different classes. There are two challenges to distinguish sequence classes: the extraction of ESs is not trivially efficient and only exact matches of sequences are considered. In our work we address those problems by a suffix tree-based framework and a sliding window matching mechanism for the distance metric between sequences. We propose a classifier for sequence data based on Emerging Sequences. Evaluating against two learning algorithms based on frequent subsequences and exact matching subsequences, the experiments on two datasets show that our similar ESs-based classification model outperforms the baseline approaches by up to 20% in prediction accuracy.
Introduction
Any science inevitably calls for comparison. Group comparison has always been a scientific endeavour in Statistics [20] and since the early days of Data Mining such as discriminant rule discovery [12] . It also is the basis of any classifier in Machine Learning. Contrast sets [3] and emerging patterns [7] contrast between groups of categorical data. Comparing groups of sequence data is a relevant task in many applications, such as comparing amino acid sequences of two protein families, distinguishing harmful operations from normal ones in software management, comparing good customers from churning ones in e-business, or contrasting successful and unsuccessful users (or learners) of software or e-learning environments, are typical examples where contrasting sequence groups is crucial.
To contrast groups of sequences, one fundamental question is:"How do several sequence classes differ?" In categorical data, discriminative patterns, typically a conjunction of attribute value pairs, are extracted to represent multi-dimensional data; a similar strategy, i.e. the extraction of discriminative patterns, can be adopted in sequence data. However, since the order of items is important in sequences, different from categorical data, the discriminative patterns we are interested in should also considers the order of items in the sequence data. We opt to use subsequences as discriminative patterns to contrast sequence groups. Discriminative subsequences are helpful in classification as well. Borrowing an example from Ji, Bailey and Dong, for instance, the subsequences "having horns", "faces worship", "stones price" and "ornaments price" appear several times in the Book of Revelation, but never in the Book of Genesis [14] . Biblical scholars might be interested in those subsequences and regard them as fingerprints associated with the Book of Revelation.
However, there are two main challenges to contrast sequence groups using subsequences. First, the mining of discriminative subsequences is hard. Wang et al. proved that the complexity of finding emerging patterns is MAX SNPhard [27] . As a more complex pattern, the mining of subsequences cannot be done in polynomial time. Another problem is during the classification stage: as subsequences become long, an approximative match is desired instead of an exact match when subsequences are compared against discriminative patterns.
In this paper, we first define Emerging Sequences (ESs) as subsequences that are frequent in sequences of one group and less frequent in the sequences of another, and thus distinguishing or contrasting sequences of different classes. Then, a similar ES-based classification framework is proposed. In this framework, ESs are mined more efficiently by a suffix tree-based approach; and a sliding window matching mechanism is also implemented to consider similar subsequences. Our proposed similar ES-based learning model can be divided into four stages:
1. Preprocess the sequence datasets and extract Emerging Sequence candidates. 2. Select the most discriminative Emerging Sequences. 3. Transform the sequences into tokenized transactional datasets. 4. Train the classifier by Emerging Sequences.
To validate our 4 stage learning model, we perform experiments on two types of datasets, one from software engineering and another from bioinformatics. We compare our approach to two other techniques, one based on frequent subsequences and another doing exact match, to illustrate the discriminative power of ESs and the performance of the sliding window matching mechanism. The experiments show that our similar ES-based classification model outperforms the other two approaches by up to 20% in prediction accuracy. When our algorithm is trained by using jumping emerging sequences (i.e. subsequences present in a group and totally absent or negligible in others), the best performance can be achieved.
In the next section, we introduce some terminologies and define the problem. In Section 3, we describe the sequence mining algorithm and the feature selection strategy. Section 4 presents the classification based on ESs. We present the prediction performance of our proposed approach in Section 5. Related work is discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents our conclusions.
Preliminaries and Problem Definition
In this section, we first explain some notations used throughout this paper. Then a formal definition of the problem is given.
Terminology
Let I = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k } be a set of all items, or the alphabet, a sequence is an ordered list of items from I. Given a sequence S = s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n and a sequence T = t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m , we say that S is a subsequence of T or T contains S, denoted as S T , if there exist integers 1 
Problem Definition
Given two contrasting sequence groups D pos and D neg as the training sets, the target of our research is to build a model based on discriminative subsequences. When classifying new unknown sequences, we expect to distinguish sequences in one group from another. We believe the Emerging Sequences can facilitate the classification and thus improve the prediction accuracy.
Sequence Mining and Feature Selection
The data on which we focus are sequence data. To distinguish one group of sequence data from another, representative features must be extracted. However, in the domain of sequence data, the number of useful features is exponential in the size of the data. To refine numerous features, Lesh et al. demonstrated that subsequences can reduce the size of features, meanwhile improve the accuracy of classifiers [17] . In their approach, however, they did not consider any gap constraint and apply exact matches only. In this section, we explain how we first preprocess the datasets and extract the ESs candidates; then implement a dynamic feature selection to mine the most discriminative subsequences.
ES candidates Mining
To find the Emerging Sequence candidates, the following domain-and-classifierindependent heuristics are useful for selecting sequences to serve as features [17] :
-Features should be frequent.
-Features should be distinctive of at least one class.
In other words, the ES candidates should be common in one group, and exceptional in another. Let D pos and D neg to be two classes of sequences; the supports of a ES candidate α in both classes, denoted as support(α, D pos ) and support(α, D neg ), needs to meet the following conditions:
where θ is the minimum support threshold. Therefore, any subsequence fulfilling the conditions is discriminative. As sequence mining is well developed, many existing algorithms, such as GSP [26] , SPADE [29] , PrefixSpan [23] , and SPAM [2] can extract frequent subsequences easily. However, there are two problems by extracting ESs with those algorithms. One challenge is the low efficiency: the support thresholds in mining distinguishing patterns need to be lower than those used for mining frequent patterns [7] , which means the minimum support offers very weak pruning power on the large search spaces [15] . Another problem of previous algorithms is that, items do not have to be appearing closely with each other in the original sequence, while the gaps between items are significant in comparing sequences. Hence, we implement a Generalized Suffix Tree (GST) [11] based algorithm to extract ES candidates. 1 shows an example of a GST built by two sequences. Every edge starting from the root has a suffix attached with it, and the indices at the leaves indicate the original sequence ID of the suffix, e.g. the edge cdab 1$ is a suffix of the sequence s 1 because it ends with 1$. Since the supports of subsequences are stored in the internal nodes of GST, ES candidates can be extracted efficiently.
The advantage of the suffix tree-based framework is that ES candidates mining can be done in linear time. However, only subsequences fulfilling the 0-gap constraint are mined, i.e. items have to be appearing immediately next to each other in the original sequence. To handle the low gap constraint subsequences, we propose a sliding window matching mechanism for the distance metric between sequences; more information is provided in Section 4.2.
Feature Selection
After preprocessing, numerous ES candidates are extracted. In this section, we refine the result and select the most discriminative subsequences as ESs. Existing studies on categorical data demonstrate that, discriminative patterns can improve the prediction accuracy [8] [18] . Therefore, we believe the most Emerging Sequences can help to contrast sequence groups as well.
To evaluate the discriminative power of subsequences, a similar mechanism with Contrast Sets [3] is applied. Given two sequence groups D pos and D neg , the ES candidates are ranked by the supports difference:
The larger sup dif f is, the more discriminative the subsequence.
The selected features should be representative enough so that every original sequence can be covered -i.e. all sequences should be expressed by the selected features. To avoid numerous emerging sequences, a dynamic feature selection strategy is adopted [13] . Each sequence in the input dataset is to be expressed by the selected features. However, for any sequence, only the top-m subsequences, based on sup dif f , are kept. It guarantees that each sequence can be represented by at least m ESs (the high-ranked ones) and the database does not become too large due to the possible sheer number of candidate subsequences.
The dynamic feature selection algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. For each sequence in the dataset D, we check inclusion of any subsequence (i.e. candidate feature) sorted by sup dif f . We mark candidate subsequences that are included in the input sequences (Line 6) up to m per sequence (Line 8). Then, we output the union of all marked subsequences (Line 13). Figure 2 presents the 4 stages of our proposed learning model. The minimum support θ in Stage 1 is set to 50% as an example. The numbers in the brackets after ESs are their supports in the positive and the negative class respectively.
Transformation and Classification
After preprocessing and feature selection, ESs are extracted to contrast sequence groups. In this section, the sequence datasets are transformed to transactional datasets in order to be in a suitable form for learning algorithms. Then, a classification algorithm trained by ESs is proposed. The transactions are simple sets Fig 2) .
Transformation to transactional datasets
To transform a sequence using the Emerging Sequence set representation, we implement a sliding window matching mechanism to consider similar subsequences. Given a sequence S of length l s , an emerging sequence es of length l e , and l s ≥ l e , we first extract a subsequence S 1 of length l e starting from the first index of S, whose items are contiguous in S. Then we compare S 1 and es, if they are similar (i.e. not necessarily an exact match), the corresponding transaction should contain the token representing es. If not, we slide the window of length l e to one position right to extract a new subsequence S 2 , and compare it with es again. So there are l s − l e + 1 subsequences in total.
For example, given a sequence S = abcde and an emerging sequence es = bad , since the length of es is 3; 5−3+1 = 3 subsequences abc , bcd , and cde are extracted and compared with the emerging sequence es; no exact matches but bcd could be similar to bad (see below).
To compare the emerging sequence and the extracted subsequences, we introduce a maximum difference γ ∈ [0, 1]. First we calculate the edit distance between sequences. If the distance is equal to or lower than γ × l e , we say they are similar. For instance, when comparing the emerging sequence es = bad and the subsequence seq = {bcd}, if γ = 0.4, as distance(es, seq) = 1 < (γ × 3), they are similar. When γ = 0, the sequence S has to contain the emerging sequence (i.e. exact match); when γ = 1, any subsequence is considered a match regardless. The sliding window mechanism allows us to consider similar matches instead of only exact matches. This strategy improves the prediction accuracy.
Classification
On the classification stage, we implement a Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier based on Emerging Sequences. Trained by representative features, NB outperforms other state-of-art learning algorithms. In [19] , Li et al. compared the performances of crf-NB with SVM [6] , C4.5 [24] , Bagging [4] and Boosting [10] , and found crf-NB had the highest prediction accuracy.
A Naïve Bayes classifier [16] assumes that all features are independent. Given a sequence S and a set of independent subsequences seq indep = {seq 1 , seq 2 , . . . , seq n }, the sequence S can be represented by a set of subsequence-value pairs: S = {seq 1 = v 1 , seq 2 = v 2 , seq 3 = v 3 , ..., seq n = v n }, where v i is either true or f alse. When C is the class set, according to the Bayes rules, the probability that sequence S is in the class c is:
where p(S|c) is the conditional probability of sequence S when class label c is known, and c ∈ C. Due to the independence of subsequences, p(S|c) can be rewritten as:
Therefore, the class label predicted by Naïve Bayes is:
In [25] , Rish proved that the class-conditional mutual information is not a good predictor of Naïve Bayes performance, i.e. when features are independent, the Naïve Bayes classifier may not have the best prediction accuracy. Therefore, in the Emerging Sequences Naïve Bayes (es-NB), we do not assume the independence of subsequences. To convert the original Naïve Bayes to es-NB, we simply choose the Emerging Sequences to build the feature set.
Equation 6 is used to predict labels, where {es 1 , es 2 , . . . , es m } is the set of Emerging Sequences.
Experimental Results
To evaluate the performance of our proposed classification model, we test the classifier on two types of datasets. The results are presented in this section.
Evaluation Methodology
Our proposed similar Emerging Sequence-based algorithm (Similar ES) can be divided into four stages (See Figure 2 The motivation for the frequency-based algorithm is that if we rank subsequences according to frequency, those discriminative ones usually have high ranks [22] . We can evaluate the effect of ESs according to the comparison between this approach and the exact ESs-based Algorithm. Exact ESs-based Algorithm is used to test the performance of the sliding window mechanism. For fair comparison, we choose the same parameters when applicable, e.g. the parameter m in Section 3.2 is set to 2 in all experiments.
We apply the F-measure to evaluate the prediction performance. The Fmeasure is a harmonic average between precision and recall; the relations are illustrated in Table 2 : Table 2 . Precision and Recall.
Correct Results

E1 E2
Obtained Results E1 TP (true positive) FP (false positive) E2 FN (false negative) TN (true negative)
P recision = T P T P + F P , Recall = T P T P + F N
The F-measure can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and recall and is typically defined as follows:
Finally, we perform 6-fold cross validation, and the average F-measure of the 6 folds is reported for each dataset.
Comparisons on Two Types of Datasets
The first type of datasets we use is the UNIX user commands dataset from UCI Machine Learning Repository [1] . It contains 9 sets of sanitized user data drawn from the command histories of 8 UNIX computer users at Purdue University. This dataset only keeps command names, flags, and shell meta characters, while removing filenames, user names, directory structures etc. The average number of each sequence group is 1011, and the average length of sequences is 27. The size of the alphabet is 2345. We believe different users have discriminative habits when typing commands. In each experiment, two users' commands are chosen, and the F-measures and standard deviations are presented in Row 1-5 of Table 3 . The minimum support θ is set to 0.01, and the maximum difference γ is set to 0.1 for this dataset.
The second dataset is the epitope data, which are short linear peptides (amino acid sequences) generated by cleavage of antigenic proteins [9] . The identification of epitopes in protein sequences is important for understanding disease pathogenesis, and a major step involves identifying the peptides that bind to a target major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecule. The average number of each sequence group is 363, and the average length of sequences is 13. The size of the alphabet is 20. To contrast the binding and non-binding peptides, we perform the test on six groups of the epitope data, and the results are presented in Row 6-11 of Table 3 . The minimum support θ is set to 0.05, and the maximum difference γ is set to 0.2. From Table 3 , we observe that, our proposed similar ESs-based algorithm achieves satisfactory accuracies, comparing with the other two simpler approaches. By comparing the first two approaches (frequent subsequences versus emerging sequences), we find that Emerging Sequences play a significant role in classification: the F-measures are improved by up to 15%. The sliding window mechanism enhances the classification as well: the F-measures are improved by up to 5%. However, its improvement also depends on the datasets. An extreme example is the result of user 2 and 3 (Row 5), where the second and third algorithms have similar F-measures. The reason for that is that users 2 and 3 have one length-1 ES respectively. When the maximum difference γ is set to 0.1, our framework always seeks exact matching subsequences, in other words, both approaches become literally identical.
A problem we notice is that, the performances on the UNIX command dataset is much better than those on the epitope dataset. One explanation is that, the epitope dataset is already preprocessed by removing short, unnatural, and dupli-cated peptides, while the frequencies of peptides are important for our algorithm. Therefore, our preprocessing-embedded model works better on raw data.
Performances of Varying Minimum Support
Our Similar ESs-based algorithm achieves very high accuracy on the UNIX user command dataset. In this sub-section, we test the performance on UNIX command dataset by varying the minimum support threshold. Table 4 presents the F-measures for different minimum supports on three datasets. With the increase of the minimum support, the classification accuracy degrades. The reason for that is, the minimum support threshold eliminates some emerging sequences of high discriminative power. When θ is set to 0.01, the Similar ESs-based model achieves the highest accuracy. Given two groups of sequences (the target group and the contrasting group), Stage 1 of our algorithm ensures that the ESs candidates hardly appear in the contrasting group, while Stage 2 selects the high-frequent candidates in the target group. In other words, the most emerging sequences are frequent in the target group, while they (almost) cannot be found in the contrasting group. We name this type of subsequences jumping emerging sequences (JESs). In conclusion, our proposed algorithm achieves the best performance when the classifier is trained by JESs.
Related Works
In many domains, comparing groups is significant and the fundamental purpose is to learn the differences between contrasting classes. Contrast sets (CSs) [3] and emerging patterns (EPs) [7] contrast between groups of categorical data. Some classification algorithms were developed by implementing CSs and EPs [8] [18] .
Those classifiers achieve satisfactory performances because of the discriminative power of the features.
To mine contrasting subsequences, an algorithm ConSGapM iner was proposed by Ji et al. [14] . There are two steps of their algorithm: first, a DFS (Depth First Search) tree is built to enumerate all possible subsequence candidates; then, for each candidate, the bitset operations are applied to prune nodes which cannot fulfill the g-gap constraint. However, ConSGapM iner is not an efficient algorithm because of the nature of its data structure. Another related work is emerging substrings [5] proposed by Chan et al. Emerging substrings, which are motivated by EPs, occur more frequently in one class rather than in other classes. Based on the Generalized Suffix Tree (GST) [11] , emerging substrings can be extracted in linear time. Comparing with ConSGapM iner [14] , this algorithm can only mine substrings, i.e. items have to be appearing immediately next to each other in the original sequence. The problem of this algorithm is that, only exact matching substrings are considered in classification, while our approach solves this problem by the sliding window mechanism. ConSGapM iner, if used in Stage 1 of our framework would give a similar accuracy in general. However, the execution time would be slower as illustrated in Figure 3 due to the exponential growth of the data structure used in ConSGapM iner.
Generally, the contrasting sequences are always based on the frequencies of subsequences or substrings. Lin et al. implemented the Contrast Sets on time series data [21] . Instead of calculating the supports of subsequences, they compared subsequences by Euclidean Distance. This strategy cannot be implemented on sequence data directly, because the frequencies of subsequences are ignored.
A recently work, which is similar to our framework, concentrates on the software behaviours application [22] . They mine iterative patterns from software behaviours, and distinguish events that generate failures by an SVM classifier. One primary difference between this framework and ours is that, in our algorithm, items in subsequences have to be close to each other in the original sequence, while it is not important in the software behaviours application. Indeed the gap they use is undetermined and arbitrarily large.
Conclusion
In this paper, we define Emerging Sequences (ESs) as subsequences that are frequent in sequences of one group and less frequent in the sequences of another, and thus distinguishing or contrasting sequences of different classes. There are two challenges to distinguish sequence classes: the extraction of ESs is not trivially efficient and only exact matches of sequences are considered. In our work we address those problems by a suffix tree-based framework and a sliding window matching mechanism for the distance metric between sequences. We propose a classifier for sequence data based on Emerging Sequences.
Evaluating against two learning algorithms based on frequent subsequences and exact matching subsequences, the experiments on two datasets show that our similar ESs-based classification model outperforms the baseline approaches by up to 20% in prediction accuracy. When our algorithm is trained using jumping emerging sequences, the best performance can be achieved.
The shown evaluation is based on a Naïve Bayes classifier since it gave better results with our Emerging Sequence patterns on those datasets, than other classifiers such as an Associative Classifier. The Associative classifier, however, gave better results using our Emerging Sequence patterns on other protein data, not reported in this paper. One interesting question which remains an open problem is how to select the best classifier given a sequence dataset or given properties of a set of discovered discriminative sequences.
